Following publication of the original article [1], the authors reported that the article was mistakenly submitted with the omission of two authors: Feng Cao and Zhengping Jia. The authors declare that this was an error made in good faith. The corrected author list and list of affiliations are used in this Correction. The changes made to the author list and list of affiliations are also listed below, as well as the revised ' Acknowledgements' section and ' Authors' contributions' section. -Zhengping Jia should be removed from the 'Acknowledgements' section as this person is a coauhtor. The revised 'Acknowledgements' section consequently is: "The authors thank Cassandra Areal who helped with EEG scoring and analysis, colleagues who helped with SD (Julien Dufort-Gervais, Lydia Hannou, Marlène Freyburger) and Gaétan Poirier for technical help. " -The sentence "FC and ZJ designed some analyses" should be added to the 'Authors' contributions' section. The revised 'Authors' contributions' section consequently is: "BSS analyzed and interpreted the data, and wrote the paper. EBN and CP performed the experiments. FC and ZJ designed some analyses. SG participated in data interpretation. VM designed the experiment, analyzed and interpreted the data, and wrote the paper. All authors read and approved the final manuscript. "
